
Grand Prix of Michigan 2023 

Kings of War – Paint Scoring 
Player Name  
Army Faction  
Club Allegiance  

 

Did you paint this army yourself (Please circle)?    Yes     No 

Hobby Self Scoring 

Please complete this section yourself and leave it with your army during the lunch break on day one. 
Please check/tick all boxes that apply to your army. Each box is worth the points specified, with a maximum 
self-score of 30 points. The judges will be spot-checking scores to make sure you’ve been honest.  
 

Self Check List For 30 Points Points Check 
All models in the army have been assembled. 1-4  

All models in the army are painted to a basic three-color standard. 1-6  

The paint scheme is consistent across the whole army. 1-4  

All models have been based with a type of texture (e.g sand, flock, static grass). 2  

The basing scheme is consistent across the entire army. 2  

Examples of advanced basing in the army (e.g. cork, tufts, water efects). 2  

Examples of basic shading in the army (e.g washes, dry-brushing). 2  

Examples of advanced shading in the army (e.g. blending, edge highlighting) 2  

Example of minor conversions in the army (e.g. head swaps, weapon swaps). 2  

Examples of advanced conversions in the army (e.g scratch-building, sculpting, LED’s). 2  

Examples of advanced techniques in the army (e.g freehand, object-source-lighting) 2  
 
Due to the wide range of models used in Kings of War, conversions etc. can be difficult to spot. Please 
provide a brief description of any conversions and advanced painting techniques. Note 3d printing does not constitute 
a conversion, but if you manipulated the files and created something unique, please point it out! Please list the 
techniques used if you ticked either advanced conversions or painting above: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Please sign to confirm the above markings and comments to be honest and true: 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………….     Total Points Checklist: …………………………………………… (of 30) 
Signed Player Name 



 

Hobby Judges Scoring 

This is for the hobby judge to complete. The judge will award up to 15 additional points for your army based 
on the overall aesthetic and “wow” factor. Here are some things that could earn you additional points: 
 
Judges Scoring Criteria Points Check 
Use an effective and visually appealing color scheme 1-2  
Consistently neat painting. 1-2  
Have a theme (e.g. Monty Python Crusaders) reflected in the army. 1-2  
Have a display board for your army. 1-2  
Build your units into dynamic dioramas, taking advantage of the multi-basing 
possibilities in Kings of War. 

1-2  

Custom modelled objective markers. 1-2  
Use advanced techniques such as object-source-lighting (OSL) or on-metal-
metals (NMM). 

1-2  

Conversions – A few figures or a character or two 1-2  
Conversions – Lots of the army, units, characters monsters- mostly unique! 1-2  
The Eyes! Don’t shoot until you see the whites and pupils of the eye!  1-2  
Freehand! Banners, Tattoos, but these are so well done – and its everywhere 1-2  
Bonus points available for steps above and beyond, by judges decision. 1-4  
My Gosh, it’s full of stars! Judge’s discretionary points, this represents one of 
the bets in the room! 

1-4  

 
 
Final Scoring 
Hobby Checklist From first page: _________________________ (Out of 30) 
 
Mantic Army Bonus Points: __________________     (Out of 5) 
 
Judges Hobby Score: ___________________________________ (Out of 30) 
 
Tournament Painting Score: (Hobby Checklist + Judges Score + Mantic Bonus) _________________(Caps at 50) 
 
Best Painted Score: (Hobby plus Judges Scoring + Mantic Bonus): _______________________________ 
 
 
Judges Signature: ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Mantic Army: There is 5 bonus points available for Mantic Armies. This is available for armies that meet 
Preferred Minimum Model Count (75% of bases represented by Mantic Models). Note this could be unit filler 
from the Terrain Crate Line or something else, please mark this and verify with Judges. Figures printed from 
Mantic Vault apply as normal Mantic models. 
 

Mantic Army                     YES 5pts       NO 0pts 


